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GISEYE Raster Converter is an easy to use application designed to help you convert raster files to
multiple other formats and adjust the data type or modify its quality parameters. You may cut out
segments from images, as well as assign georeference bounds or output projections. Manage raster
files The software enables you to convert raster files from one format to another, for better handling
in other applications or better compression. The software supports multiple input formats and it is
capable of converting the files to Info ASCII Grids, DTED Elevation Raster, Erdas Imagine Images,
Image Data and Analysis, JPEG 2000, PCI Geomaics Database, PNG, BMP or Vexcel MFF Raster
files, just to name a few. The application can also change the data type that characterises the input
file, from source data type to Integer of 16 or 32 bit, as well as Float or Complex Float of 32 or 64
bit. Extract and manage pieces of image You may separate a segment from an image by specifying
the selected range in pixels and lines. The cut out segment matches the format of the output file, as
well as the color mode – RGB, gray scale – and are saved in the destination folder. Additionally, the
software handles data range scaling and manages custom output raster elevation. Thus, you can
control the dynamic range, meaning that you decide the linear contrasting for the output files, by
specifying the appropriate values in the minimum and maximum fields. Reassigning map boundaries
and output projection You may assign georefrence bounds to a raster file, by entering the modified
coordinates of the upper left and lower right corners of the raster, in the designates fields. As for
assigning output projections, GISEYE Raster Converter does not reproject the input raster, but it can
assign a projection in which the coordinates of the output raster are subject to interpretation. Output
projections may be settled from the Map Projection Parameters menu. You may select between List,
PROJ4 and WKT representations of the input parameters and modify each row according to your
purposes. Conclusion GISEYE Raster Converter can process the input files in a matter of seconds and
save them as the new format in the destination folder, along with a log file, specifying the output file’s
metadata. The software enables you to modify a raster’s quality parameters, assign new attributes or
separate pieces of images, or
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KEYMACRO creates a macro that can be pasted into any macro within the software for immediate
application. After executing the macro, a new dialog is displayed where the macro itself is available
to execute. This allows you to execute a macro at the press of a key. Active record Allows you to
create Active Record database tables and access the data to be stored in a MySQL database. The
tables created have the same name as the record’s fields, making it easy to separate the record from
the table. The format of the record is set by the first line of the fields that contains the number of
fields and their types, separated by spaces. The first line can be empty, and this will create a field of
type VARCHAR. The fields are separated by tabs or semi-colons. The application will automatically
interpret the content and store it in a table format. Contacts The Contacts macro allows you to import
and export records to and from a MySQL database. The records are exported to a MySQL table,
which can be imported into a database. They can be edited before importing. Field Allows you to
create all the possible fields from a number of field types and predefined formats. Each field has a
data type, can be attached to a table or be stored in its own table, and the separator used to separate a
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field from other fields. GPS Generates a database table containing GPS coordinates for the selected
record. GIS Allows you to create a database table containing the coordinates of the selected record.
Import Allows you to import a database table into a record. Log Allows you to keep a record of your
work. Search Allows you to search all the records in the database. Save Allows you to export the
record’s content to a CSV, HTML or XML file. Segments Allows you to copy or delete pieces of a
record. Split Allows you to split a record into multiple records. Table Allows you to create a database
table from a field. Supported formats: ACAD Raster Format AASCII Grid Format ASF Grid Format
ASCII Grid Format ATK Grid Format BAS Grid Format BMP Grid Format BVH BVH Raster
CADRaster CTPRaster CUT Grid Format CTP Raster CUT Grid Format DAX DTED Raster DTED
Grid Format 1d6a3396d6
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GISEYE Raster Converter (2022)

What's New In GISEYE Raster Converter?

GISEYE Raster Converter is an easy to use application designed to help you convert raster files to
multiple other formats and adjust the data type or modify its quality parameters. You may cut out
segments from images, as well as assign georeference bounds or output projections. Manage raster
files The software enables you to convert raster files from one format to another, for better handling
in other applications or better compression. The software supports multiple input formats and it is
capable of converting the files to Info ASCII Grids, DTED Elevation Raster, Erdas Imagine Images,
Image Data and Analysis, JPEG 2000, PCI Geomaics Database, PNG, BMP or Vexcel MFF Raster
files, just to name a few. The application can also change the data type that characterises the input
file, from source data type to Integer of 16 or 32 bit, as well as Float or Complex Float of 32 or 64
bit. Extract and manage pieces of image You may separate a segment from an image by specifying
the selected range in pixels and lines. The cut out segment matches the format of the output file, as
well as the color mode – RGB, gray scale – and are saved in the destination folder. Additionally, the
software handles data range scaling and manages custom output raster elevation. Thus, you can
control the dynamic range, meaning that you decide the linear contrasting for the output files, by
specifying the appropriate values in the minimum and maximum fields. Reassigning map boundaries
and output projection You may assign georefrence bounds to a raster file, by entering the modified
coordinates of the upper left and lower right corners of the raster, in the designates fields. As for
assigning output projections, GISEYE Raster Converter does not reproject the input raster, but it can
assign a projection in which the coordinates of the output raster are subject to interpretation. Output
projections may be settled from the Map Projection Parameters menu. You may select between List,
PROJ4 and WKT representations of the input parameters and modify each row according to your
purposes. Conclusion GISEYE Raster Converter can process the input files in a matter of seconds and
save them as the new format in the destination folder, along with a log file, specifying the output file’s
metadata. The software enables you to modify a raster’s quality parameters, assign new attributes or
separate pieces of images, or convert the file to formats supported by other applications. Descripción
Los creadores de GISEYE Raster Converter desarrollaron esta aplicación utilizando su propio interés
por el conocimiento de los formatos de raster para poder hacer los cambios adecu
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System Requirements:

Windows 8 x64 Mozilla Firefox Version 29 or newer VirtueMart 2.0.x or newer Amazon Digital The
following plugins are required: CSS: Image Zoom and CTA Bar JS: VirtueMart JS Lite
(Recommended) (Optional) Before you begin: To avoid problems with CSS Image Zoom and CTA
Bar you have to uninstall the VirtueMart add-on for the following browsers: Chrome Firefox Internet
Explorer (If you
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